
 

 

 

 

 

 

Knowledge Organiser: February 2021 

Year 8 

 
“Wise men and women are always learning, always listening for fresh insights.” 

Proverbs 18:15 (The Message) 
 

 

 

 
Determination     –     Integrity     –     Ambition     –     Humility     –     Compassion 

Student Name: 



Using Your Knowledge Organiser 

Your teachers have worked hard to produce this document for you and have selected the most important knowledge that you will need to know to make good progress in 
their subjects. You should aim to learn all the information in your knowledge organiser off by heart.   

Try out some of the strategies listed here to help you achieve this.  

 

1. Read the knowledge organiser and ensure you understand it. 
Try and make links between the information on it and what 
you already know and do. 
 

2. Look, Cover, Write, Check – the traditional way of learning 
spellings! 
 

3. Create a Mnemonic – Using the first letters of keywords create 
a memorable sentence or phrase. 
 

4. Create an acronym – using the first letters of keywords to 
create a word to prompt you to remember all of the 
information. 
 

5. Write it out in full on a blank version of the same format. 
 

6. Write it out in note form, reducing it to key ideas or words. Try 
the same format but a smaller piece of paper. 

 
7. Recreate the knowledge organiser as a series of images and 

words 
 

 

 

8. Write a set of test questions for yourself using the organiser.  
• Answer these without the organiser the next day.  
• Swap your questions with a friend to increase 

challenge.  
• Turn your questions in to a game by putting them 

on cards and playing with friends. 
 

9. Chunk the knowledge into smaller bitesize sections of around 
5 pieces of information. Concentrate on mastering a chunk 
before you start on the next. 
 

10. Try to make connections between the information and people 
you know. E.g. Visualise yourself trying these strategies with a 
specific teaching group. 
 

11. Talk about the information on the knowledge organiser with 
another person. Teaching someone else about it helps us learn 
it. 

 
12. Say the information out loud – rehearse it like learning lines 

for a play, or sing it as if you are in a musical!  

 



1. Technical Vocabulary  

Adjective A word which describes a noun e.g. ‘Dim, through the misty panes and thick green light’ 

Verb An action e.g. ‘someone still was yelling out and stumbling,’ 

Adverb A word which describes how the action occurs e.g. ‘The larks, still bravely singing, fly’ 

Metaphor The writer says one thing IS another thing e.g. ‘Drunk with fatigue;’ 

Simile 
The writer says one thing IS LIKE another thing e.g. ‘Voices of boys rang saddening like a 
hymn.’ 

Onomatopoeia 
A word that reflects the sound it makes e.g. ‘He plunges at me, guttering, choking, 
drowning.’ 

Personification 
To give an inanimate object human qualities e.g. ‘gathering sleep had mothered them 
from him.’ 

Alliteration 
The repetition of the first letter in a sentence e.g. You listen with delight, by tales of dirt 
and danger fondly thrilled.’ 

Imagery 
Language which creates a vivid/memorable picture for the reader e.g. ‘the poppies 
blow/Between the crosses, row on row.’ 

Narrative 
voice 

Either first or third person perspective e.g. ‘You love us when we’re heroes’ or ‘He sat in 
a wheeled chair, waiting for dark,’ 
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2. Analytical Verbs 

reinforces the sense of horror felt during..... 

presents a  vivid image of ...................... 

demonstrates how strongly the poet feels about.... 

reveals the effects of .......... on ................... 

shows clearly how .............. the poet felt. 

describes the conditions and how............ 

emphasises how....................... the ............. was. 

echoes what ........... thinks about................ 

creates a sense of ................ for the reader. 

highlights how ............................it was. 

3. Topic Vocabulary  
Conscription (n) compulsory enlistment for state service, typically into the armed forces.  

Propaganda (n) 
information, especially of a biased or misleading nature, used to promote a political 
cause or point of view.  

the home front 
the civilian population and activities of a nation whose armed forces are engaged in 
war abroad.  

the front line  The military line or part of an army that is closest to the enemy.  

Hypocrisy (n) / 

hypocritical (adj) 

the practice of claiming to have higher standards or more noble beliefs than is the 
case.  

Political (adj) relating to the government or public affairs of a country.  

Pacifism (n) 
the belief that war and violence are unjustifiable and that all disputes should be settled 
by peaceful means.  

Harrowing (adj) acutely distressing.  

Shrapnel (n) bomb, mine, or shell fragments.  

Artillery (n) large-calibre guns used in warfare on land.  

Patriotism (n) devotion to and vigorous support for one's country.  

Camaraderie (n) mutual trust and friendship among people who spend a lot of time together.  

Heroism (n) great bravery.  

4. Topic Context  

1. The First World War began in 1914 and ended in 1918. 

2. Men were encouraged to join the war because of propaganda 

posters; these suggested that soldiers would have a smart uniform 

and good equipment. 

3. In reality, many soldiers had uniform that didn’t fit and faulty 

equipment. 

4. The “war poets” joined the way to help the war effort. 

5. They wrote poetry to protest about the poor conditions the 

soldiers experienced. 

6. Some of the poetry was banned during the war because of 

censorship. 

7. The war poets can be divided into three categories: 

a) ‘The Illusion’ – hopeful and patriotic poetry that glorifies 

war. 

b) ‘The Reality’ – poetry that honestly described what 

conditions were like for the soldiers. 

c) ‘The Aftermath’ – poetry that was written after the war and 

reflected on the cost of the war and the number of men who 

died as well as the effects on the people left behind. 



Half-Term 4  Subject: Maths Y8        Number: Primes, Multiples, Factors and Powers 
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TECHNICAL VOCABULARY 

Prime A number that only has two factors – one and itself. 
Examples: 2, 3, 5, 7, 11, 13 

Factor Any numbers which divide into a starting number equally. 
Example: The factors of 10 are 1, 2, 5 and 10 

Multiple The numbers in the times table. 
Example: The multiples of 5 are 5, 10, 15, 20, 25 

Integer A whole number. (Can be positive or negative) 
Examples:  -3, -2, -1, 0, 1, 2, 3 

Square The result when a number is multiplied by itself- written as a 
power of 2. 
Example 32 = 3 x 3 = 9 

Square root The inverse of squaring a number 
Example: √𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏 = 𝟒𝟒 because 4x4 = 16 

Cube The product of three numbers which are the same- written as a 
power of 3. 
Example 23 = 2 x 2 x 2 = 8 

Cube root The inverse of cubing a number.  
Example:  √𝟖𝟖𝟑𝟑 = 𝟐𝟐 because 2x2x2=8 

Indices An index, or power, is the small floating number that appears 
after a number or letter. Indices show how many times a 
number or letter has been multiplied by itself 

 



Half-Term __4___________________  Subject ____8 _____          Theshold Concept Link(s)__Matter and reactions __   
 

Exam Command Words 

10.State Only a short answer is required, not an explanation or 
a description. 

11.Name 
Only a short answer is required, not an explanation or 
a description. Often it can be answered with a single 
word, phrase or sentence.  

12.Describe Students may be asked to recall some facts, events or 
process in an accurate way. 

13.Explain Students should make something clear, or state the 
reasons for something happening. 

14.Deduce Draw conclusions from information provided 
 

15.Compare 
This requires the student to describe the similarities 
and/or differences between things, not just write about 
one. 

16.Estimate Assign an approximate value. 

17.Identify Name or otherwise characterise. 

18.Define Specify the meaning of something. 

 

IChoose Reward Words 
20.Independent 
variable 

the variable that is changed or selected by the 
investigator 

21.Dependent variable The variable that is measured 

22.Control variable Variables that you keep the same 

23.Unit What something is measured in e.g. the unit of 
distance is metres. 

24.Method A series of step-by-step instructions. 

25.Pattern A regular sequence. 

26.Prediction A statement suggesting what will happen in the 
future. 

27.Hypothesis An explanation you can test which includes a 
reason and a ‘science idea’. 

28.Continuous data Has values that can be any number 

 

Topic Key Words 
1.Exothermic  A chemical reaction where heat energy moves from the 

system to the surroundings. 
2.Endothermic  A chemical reaction where heat energy moves from the 

surroundings to the system. 
3.Trend  A pattern in properties, such as an increase or decrease. 

4.Unreactive  Elements that take part in few chemical reactions are 
unreactive.  

5.Reactant  Substances that react together, shown on the left of the 
arrows in a chemical equation.  

6.Product  Substances that are formed in a chemical reaction, shown 
on the right of the arrow in a chemical equation.  

7.Conservation of mass In a chemical reaction, the total mass of reactants is equal 
to the total mass of products. This is conservation of mass. 
Mass is Conserved in chemical reactions and in physical 
changes.  

8.Thermal 
decomposition  

A chemical reaction in which a compound breaks down on 
heating to form more than one product. 

9.Diatomic  pure gaseous elements that form molecules consisting of 
two atoms of the same element bonded together. 

 



Half-Term 4           History            Rise of Hitler 
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TIMELINE 

1921 
Reparations set at £6.6 billion (132 billion gold marks). Hitler 
becomes chairman of the German Workers Party and renames it 
NSDAP (Nazi party). 

1923 Invasion of the Ruhr leads to Hyperinflation. 
Stresemann becomes Chancellor the Foreign Minister. 

1924 Dawes Plan 

1926 Germany joins league of Nations 

1925 Hitler publishes ‘Mein Kampf’. 

1929 Young Plan. Stresemann dies.  Wall Street Crash. Global economic 
depression. 

1930 The NSDAP (Nazi party) becomes the second largest party in 
Germany. 

1933 
6.1 Million unemployed in Germany. Hitler takes power (Enabling 
Act). Reichstag Fire four weeks after Adolf Hitler sworn in as 
Chancellor of Germany. 

1934 
Night of the Long Knives – purge of the SA and key political 
opponents. Hindenburg Dies – Hitler seizes power and becomes 
Fuhrer. 

1935 Conscription begins. Nuremburg Laws 

1936 Olympic games held in Berlin. Four-year plan prepares Germany for 
war. 

TOPIC SUMMARY 

Weimar Republic established in 1919, but it faced political and 
economic problems arising from the chaos in Germany after the war. 
Not very popular after agreeing to the Treaty of Versailles. 

In 1923 the French occupied the Ruhr to try to claim their reparation 
payments. Germany could not afford to pay so stopped producing 
goods. The same year also saw the economic crisis caused by 
hyperinflation. 
From 1924 onwards Stresemann was leading minister, and Germany 
began to recover economically and improve its relations with other 
countries and join the League of Nations. 

In October 1929 the Wall Street Crash shattered the German recovery. 
Unemployment rose to 2 million by 1930 and 6.1 million by 1932. 
Germans lost faith in democracy and looked to extreme parties on 
both the Left (Communists) and the Right (Nazis) for quick and simple 
solutions 

KEY PEOPLE 

FREIDRICH EBERT First Chancellor of the Weimar Republic 

GUSTAV STRESEMANN Possible saviour of Germany, Foreign Minister 1923 – 29. 
 

ADOLF HITLER NAZI leader. Becomes Fuhrer of Germany in 1934. 

HIMMLER Leader of the SS, responsible for destroying opposition to the 
Nazis and carrying out Nazi racial policies. 

Heydrich Leader of the Gestapo – could arrest on suspicion and send 
people to concentration camps without trial. 

 

TECHNICAL VOCABULARY 

WEIMAR REPUBLIC New German government system after the Kaiser left 

REPARATIONS Money owed to France and Belgium to pay for the war damage  

HYPERINFLATION When money became worthless as there was too much being printed 

RUHR An industrial area of Germany, lots of factories 

NAZI National Socialist German Workers Party 

EXTREMIST People who had extreme views like Nazi’s 

ARYAN A superior race of people in the Nazi view 

WALL STREET CRASH American economics were destroyed when everyone wanted to sell their shares 
in business, they had to demand their money back 

POLICE STATE Nazi’s were watching every move made, people were encouraged to tell on each 
other 

GESTAPO Nazi secret police, interrogation and torture were there specialities 

PROPAGANDA Information given in a biased or misleading way. 

SA Hitler’s private bodyguard known as the Brownshirts 

SS Hitler’s second private bodyguard known as the Blackshirts. 
 



 

  

  

“How useful is the source to an historian studying….” 

 

A – The Source is useful because it shows…  

P – For example it says/I can see…  

E – This is therefore useful to an historian because 
it tells us….  

 

A – The provenance (date/author/type of 
source/location) is useful because…  

P – For example….  

E – This is makes the source even more useful 
  

“How convincing is the interpretation about….” 

This question is asking how believable is the content of what the source says. 
You need to support your answer with lots of your own knowledge to either 
prove it correct or disprove it.  

 

A – The Source is/is not convincing because it says…  

P – For example it says/I can see…  

E – This is therefore convincing/not convincing because I know that…  

 

A – The Source is/is not convincing because it says…  

P – For example it says/I can see…  

E – This is therefore convincing/not convincing because I know that because…  

“Describe two ways that…”  

 

One way in which…  

This was because…  

Another way in which…  

This was because…  

 

 

Factor Question  

Introduction: Say what you are going to talk about in the essay. In this essay I will discuss…  

Paragraph 1: Talk about the factor in the question. E.g.  

Violence helped women to get the vote because … 

Paragraph 2: Think of another factor of your choice that is related to the question. E.g. Another factor that led to women getting 
the vote was….  

Paragraph 3: Think of another factor of your choice that is related to the question. E.g. Another factor that led to the women 
getting the vote was….  

Conclusion: Explain which factor you think overall caused the biggest change/development. and explain why! 

History sentence starters! 



Half-Term 1                                                Subject Geography                                                         Threshold 
Concept Link(s) Coastal Environments   

 

 

 

Technical Vocabulary 
Abrasion The process by which 

the sea bed and cliffs 
are worn down by the 
sea’s load. The sea 
throws the load 
against the sea bed 
and cliffs.  

Attrition Material carried by 
the sea hit into each 
other and so become 
smoother and 
rounder. 

Hydraulic Action This process involves 
the force of the 
water against the sea 
bed and cliffs. The 
water forces air into 
the gaps and the air 
expands causing the 
erosion.  

Solution The chemicals in the 
water dissolve the 
rock.  

Traction Large boulders and 
rocks roll along the 
sea bed. 

Saltation Small stones and 
pebbles bounce along 
the sea bed.  

Suspension Fine, light sediment is 
carried along in the 
water.  

Solution The sediment is 
dissolved into the 
water.  

 

TECHNICAL VOCABULARY 
The Coast Where the land meets the 

 Erosion The wearing away of, and 
removal of rock by water, 
wind and ice.  

Transportation The carrying away of material 
by rivers, waves, wind or 
glaciers. 

Deposition To drop material when the 
water does not have enough 
energy to carry the sediment.  

Longshore 
Drift 

How sand and other material 
is carried parallel to the 
shore by waves. 

 

Formation of a stump 

Longshore Drift 



Half-term 4 Knowledge Organiser – Year 8 and 9, 2020-21 – Qu’est-ce que tu fais pendant ton temps libre? 

 

 

Week 2 
Verb Time expression Nouns Connective Noun Verb Infinitive Nouns 

Je joue = I play toujours = always aux échecs = chess 
aux cartes = cards mais = but 

je = I préfère = prefer jouer = to play au tennis de table = table 
tennis 

presque toujours = almost always mon frère = my brother 

préfère = prefers 

aux fléchettes = darts 
Je vais = I go  normalement = normally à la galerie = to the gallery 

au musée = to the 
museum 

cependant = however 
ma mère = my mum aller = to go au théâtre = to the theatre 

souvent = often mon père = my dad au concert = to the 
concert 

Je sors = I go out généralement = generally avec mes amis = with my 
friends 
avec ma petite amie = 
with my girlfriend 

pourtant = however 

ma cousine = my cousin (f) manger = to eat la nourriture indienne = 
Indian food 

en général = in general mon frère et moi = my 
brother and I 

préférons = prefer 

la nourriture chinoise = 
Chinese food 

Je fais = I do quelquefois = sometimes des arts martiaux = martial 
arts 
les tâches ménagères = 
household chores 

en revanche = on the 
other hand 

mon grand-père et moi = 
my grandpa and I 

faire = to do les courses = shopping 

parfois = sometimes mon père et moi = my dad 
and I  

les lits = the beds 

Je danse = I dance de temps en temps = from time 
to time 

à la discothèque = at the 
disco 
 
avec mes copains = with 
my friends 

tandis que = whereas 
mes parents = my parents 

préfèrent = prefer 

danser = to dance à la discothèque = at the 
disco 

rarement = rarely  mes grands-parents = my 
grandparents ne…jamais = never 

alors que = whilst 

sortir = to go out avec mes grands-parents = 
with my grandparents 
avec mes copains = with 
my friends 

 

 

 

 

Week 1 
Opinion Infinitive Nouns Connective Adjective 

J’adore = I love jouer = to play au football = football 

parce que c’est = because it is  
 

amusant = fun 
J’aime beaucoup = I really like au basket = basketball (des)agréable = (un)pleasant 
J’aime = I like aller = to go au cinéma = to the cinema divertissant = entertaining 
Je m’intéresse à = I am interested in au centre sportif = to the sports centre animé = lively 
Je suis fasciné par = I am fascinated by manger = to eat le fastfood = fast food drôle = funny 
Je m’en fiche de = I don’t care about la nourriture saine = healthy food difficile = difficult 
Ça me dérange de = It annoys me faire = to do mes devoirs = my homework 

car c’est = because it is 

facile = easy 
Je n’aime pas = I don’t like de l’escalade = climbing génial = great 
Je n’aime pas du tout = I really don’t like danser = to dance à la discothèque = at the disco cool = cool 
Je déteste = I hate avec mes amis = with my friends fantastique = fantastic 
Je ne supporte pas = I can’t stand sortir = to go out avec mes cousins = with my cousins reposant = relaxing 

avec mes copains = with my friends ennuyeux = boring 
embêtant = annoying 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Week 4 

Infinitive Nouns Verb Comparative Adjective Comparative Infinitive Nouns 

Jouer = Playing au football = football 
au basket = basketball 

est = is 

plus = more 

amusant = fun 

que = than 

jouer = playing au tennis de table = table tennis 
aux fléchettes = darts 

Aller = Going au cinéma = to the 
cinema 
au centre commercial = to 
the shopping centre 
au concert = to the 
concert 

(des)agréable = (un)pleasant 
 
 
divertissant = entertaining 

aller = going au théâtre = to the theatre 
 
 
au concert = to the concert 

Manger = Eating le fastfood = fast food 
la nourriture saine = 
healthy food 

moins = less 

animé = lively 
drôle = funny 

manger = eating la nourriture chinoise = Chinese food 
la nourriture italienne = Indian food 

Sortir = Going out  avec mes cousins = with 
my cousins 
avec mes copains = with 
my friends 

difficile = difficult 
 
facile = easy 

sortir = going avec mes grands-parents = with my 
grandparents 
avec mes amis = with my friends 

Faire = Doing/making de l’escalade = climbing 
mes devoirs = homework 

aussi = as 

cool = cool 
génial = great 
fantastique = fantastic 

que = as 

faire = doing/making les courses = the shopping 
les lits = the beds 

Danser = Dancing à la discothèque = at the 
disco 
ensemble = together 
avec ma famille = with my 
family 

reposant = relaxing 
ennuyeux = boring 
embêtant = annoying 

danser = dancing à la discothèque = at the disco 
 
avec mes copains = with my friends 

Week 3 

Time expression Verb Noun Connective Adjective 
Le matin = In the morning nous jouons = we play aux jeux de plateau = board games 

parce que c’est = because it is 

agréable = pleasant 

L’après-midi = In the afternoon nous allons = we go  au centre commercial = to the shopping 
centre 

animé = lively 

Le soir = In the evening nous mangeons = we eat la nourriture italienne = Italian food génial = great 
Après = After nous sortons = we go out avec ma tante et mon oncle = with my 

aunty and uncle 
car c’est = because it is 

fantastique = fantastic 

De plus = Furthermore nous faisons = we do de la natation = swimming reposant = relaxing  

En revanche = On the other hand nous dansons = we dance ensemble = together ennuyeux = boring 



Half-Term 4  Subject Spanish Y8   Las Tapas  Threshold Concept Link(s): Giving opinions, describing past events 

¿Qué opinas de las tapas? ¿Qué comiste? 
Week 1 

 

Week 2 

 

Opinions Verb Noun Connective + verb = Adjective 
Me fastidia (n) = I get annoyed  el gazpacho = cold soup because it is delicioso = delicious 
Me fascina (n) = It fascinates me  el chorizo = spicy sausage porque es sabroso = tasty 
Me divierto – I have fun comer = to eat el jamón ibérico = Spanish ham dado que es salado = salty 
Me decepciona – It disappoints me beber = to drink la paella de mariscos = seafood paella ya que es grasiento = greasy 
Me da igual – I’m not bothered about probar = to try la tortilla española = spanish omelette puesto que es asqueroso = disgusting 
Me disfruto de = I enjoy tomar  = to have los churros = churros aunque es =  dulce = sweet 
Vale la pena – it’s worth while  los calamares = squid although it is picante = spicy 
Estoy harto de – I’m fed up of  las patatas bravas = fried potatoes in a spicy tomato sauce  sano = healthy 
Estoy a favor de – I am in favour of  las aceitunas = olives  malsano = unhealthy 
Estoy en contra de – I am against  las gambas al ajillo = prawns in garlic  repugnante = revolting 

Verb Noun Verb Comparative Adjective Comparative Verb Noun 

 el gazpacho = cold soup   delicioso = delicious   el queso manchego =  cheese made 
with sheep’s milk 

 el chorizo = spicy sausage  más sabroso = tasty que   el pulpo a la gallega = Galician 
octopus 

Comer = Eating el jamón ibérico = Spanish ham  = more salado = salty = than comer = eating el salpicón de mariscos = seafood 
cocktail 

Beber = Drinking la paella de mariscos = seafood 
paella 

  grasiento = greasy  beber = drinking la ensaladilla rusa = Spanish potato 
salad 

Tomar = Having la tortilla española = spanish 
omelette 

 menos asqueroso = disgusting que  tomar = having la fabada asturiana = bean stew 

 los churros = churros es = is = less dulce = sweet = than  los pimientos de padrón = cooked 
green peppers 

 los calamares = squid   picante = spicy   los boquerones en vinagre = 
anchovies in vinegar 

 las patatas bravas = fried potatoes in 
a spicy tomato sauce 

 tan sano = healthy como   las albóndigas = meatballs 

 las aceitunas = olives  = as malsano = unhealthy = as  las croquetas de jamón = ham 
croquettes 

 las gambas al ajillo = prawns in garlic   repugnante = revolting   las berenjenas a la miel = aubergine 
in honey 

  



Weeks 3 and 4 

 

Time expression Noun Verb Nouns Connective Adjective 

Ayer = Yesterday (yo) I probé = tried 
tomé = tried 
comí = ate 
bebí = ate 

el gazpacho = cold soup 
el chorizo = spicy sausage 
 

me gustó porque fue  =  
I liked it because it was 

delicioso = delicious 
sabroso = tasty 

Anoche = last night   el jamón ibérico = Spanish ham 
el queso manchego =  cheese made with 
sheep’s milk 

me encantó porque fue =   
I loved it because it was 

salado = salty 
grasiento = greasy 
 

Anteayer = the day before 
yesterday 

mi hermana 
mi hermanastro 
mi tío 

probó = tried 
tomó = tried 
 

el pulpo a la gallega = Galician octopus 
el pisto cordobés = ratatouille 

me chifló porque fue  =   
I loved it because it was 

asqueroso = 
disgusting 

La semana pasada = Last 
week 

mi madre 
mi familia 
mi bisabuelo 

comió = ate 
bebió = ate 
 

el salpicón de mariscos = seafood cocktail me moló porque fue  =  
I loved it because it was 

dulce = sweet 
picante = spicy 

El fin de semana pasado = 
Last weekend   

mi padre 
mi primo 
mi abuela  

 la paella de mariscos = seafood paella 
la tortilla española = spanish omelette 

me apeteció ya que fue =  
it interested me because it was 

sano = healthy 

El primer día = the first day   la ensaladilla rusa = Spanish potato salad no me gustó porque fue  =  
I didn’t like it because it was 

malsano = unhealthy 

Más tarde = later   la fabada asturiana = bean stew  repugnante = 
revolting 

El último día = the last day   los churros = churros me gustaron porque fueron  =  
I liked them because they were 

deliciosos = delicious 
sabrosos = tasty 

El año pasado = Last year mis padres y yo 
mi madre y yo 

probamos = tried 
tomamos = tried 

los calamares = squid me encantaron dado que fueron =   
I loved them because they were 

salados = salty 
 

Hace dos años = 2 years ago mi abuelo y yo 
mi hermano y yo 

comimos= ate 
bebimos= ate 

los pimientos de padrón = cooked green 
peppers 

 asquerosos = 
disgusting 

Por la mañana = In the 
morning 

mi padre y yo 
mi bisabuelo y yo 

 los boquerones en vinagre = anchovies in 
vinegar 

me chiflaron ya que fueron  =   
I loved them because they were 

dulces = sweet 
picantes = spicy 

Por la tarde  = In the 
afternoon 

  los callos de ternera = beef stew  sanos = healthy 

Por la noche = In the evening   las patatas bravas = fried potatoes in a 
spicy tomato sauce 

me molaron porque fueron  =  
I loved them because they were 

malsanos = 
unhealthy 

Primero = First mis padres 
mis abuelos 
mis hermanos 

probaron = tried 
tomaron = tried 

las aceitunas = olives  repugnantes = 
revolting 

Luego = Next   comieron= ate 
bebieron= ate 

las gambas al ajillo = prawns in garlic me apetecieron ya que fueron =  
they interested me because they were 

 

Después  = Afterwards mis amigos 
mis tíos 

 las albóndigas = meatballs no me gustaron puesto que fueron  =  
I didn’t like them because they were 

grasientos = greasy 

Además = furthermore   las croquetas de jamón = ham croquettes   

En adición = In addition   las berenjenas a la miel = aubergine in 
honey 

  

Finalmente = Finally   las pavías de  bacalao = fried cod in batter   



Half-Term- 4  Subject – Dance – Year 8 – Choreography Threshold Concept Links-   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Knowledge, understanding and skills for choreography 

5 KEY ELEMENTS OF DANCE 

BODY 
What is being used 
to perform 

Parts: head, neck, arms, wrists, elbows, hands, fingers, pelvis, 
spine, torso, legs, knees, feet, toes, ankles, heels, shoulders, etc.  
Shapes: curved, straight, angular, twisted, symmetrical, 
asymmetrical  
Relationships: body parts to body parts, individuals to groups, body 
parts to objects, individuals to groups and objects, individuals and 
groups to the room/space; mirroring, shadowing, meeting, parting, 
above, below, under, over, alone, connected, etc.  
Balance: on/off balance 

ACTION 
The movement 
that is being 
performed 

Travel  
Turn  
Elevation  
Gesture  
Stillness  
Use of different body parts  
Floor work  
Transfer of weight 

TIME 
When the 
movement is 
performed 

Timing to the music 
Timing with the people you are dancing with 
Dancing on/off beat 
The rhythm and tempo in which you are dancing 

SPACE 
Where the 
movement is 
performed 

Place: studio, theatre, outside, stage,   
Size: big/small, near/far  
Level: high, middle, low  
Direction: forward, backward, right, left, up, down, diagonal  
Pathway: curved, straight, zig zag Focus: single focus or multi focus 

ENERGY 
How the 
movement is being 
performed 

Dynamics: The energy, or effort, or force, or weight applied to 
movement. 
Smooth/Sharp 
Sudden/sustained 
Dynamics add texture, so the movement isn’t just performed at the 
same tempo with the same level of force applied.  
  h  d  

CHOREOGRAPHY KEY WORDS 

STIMULUS Something that inspires an idea for a dance piece. It is the starting 
point 

MOTIF A short phrase of movement that reflects a stimulus 

CHOREOGRAPHIC 
INTENTION 

What the choreographer would like the audience to learn about 
the dance 

CHOREOGRAPHIC 
APPROACH 

How the choreographer created movement material e.g. 
improvisation, collaboration, choreographic tasks. 
 

CHOREOGRAPHIC 
PROCESSES 

(Gathering together the movement 
material, developing movements 

into dance phrases, and creating the final 
structure of the work.) 

Researching  
Improvising  
Generating 
 Selecting  

Developing  
Structuring  

Refining 
Synthesising 

 

CHOREOGRAPHIC 
DEVICES 

(a specific way of manipulating 
movement to develop dance 

choreography) 

Motif and development 
Repetition 
Contrast 

Highlights 
Climax 

Manipulation of number 
Unison and canon 

When choreographers set out to create new works, or rework traditional dances, their impulses or motivations for doing so vary widely. It may be that a particular dance 
has a function to fulfil or it may be that the piece has no specific function and that the choreographer is simply responding to an outside stimulus e.g. a piece 
of music that has suggested a structure or movement, perhaps, or a painting or possibly a particular dancer that the choreographer is interested in working with. Or the 
stimulus may be the choreographer’s desire to express a particular concept or emotion or a fascination with a particular choreographic idea. Such stimuli may influence 
the work even if the choreographer is producing it for a specific purpose. 

 



Half-Term 4    Subject;  Music Y8         Threshold Concept Link(s) Area of Study; The Scale of Things 2 
  

 
TECHNICAL VOCABULARY 

Major Scale Have 8 note, can start on any note and are bright (happy) sounding 

Minor Scale These also have 8 notes, can start on any note, but have a more mysterious, (Sad) 
sound. 

Pentatonic Scale This scale has only 5 notes, (as the name suggests) Some say this has a Chinese 
sound. 

Blues Scale This has 7 notes, and is often used in Jazz or Pop music. 

Whole tone Scale A scale consisting entirely of intervals of a tone, with no semitones. 

Chromatic Scale A scale that starts on any given note, and uses every single not in order to get to the sa   
and octave higher or lower. 

Interval An interval is the Gap between Two notes 

Tone A tone is a full step between any two notes. It has to have a note in between, e.g. C 
to D has D# in-between. 

Semitone A semitone is the half step in-Between 2 notes e.g. the D# between C & D 

A Sharp A sharp makes a note 1 step higher 

A Flat A flat makes a note one step lower 

A Natural A natural cancels a Sharp or flat. 

 

 

 

You can use a simple rhyme to help you learn the note names of the line; 

Every Good Boy Deserves Football 

And for the spaces; In the space spells FACE 

 

 

Scales 

A scale is a set of notes going up and down in alphabetical order. 

There are many different kinds of scales, each of which is given a name according to its sound and the note on 
which it begins. 

Major Scales 

These have 8 notes, and can be played on any note, and have a bright sound. C Major, (i.e. the major scale 
beginning on C) is the easiest to play: 

 

 

Minor Scales 

These also have 8 notes, but have a more mysterious (some people say sad) sound.   

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

         

The Four noble Truths 

What is wrong? 

All life involves 
suffering. 

What has 
caused your 
illness? 

 Th  
  

 
 

 

What will cure it? 
Stop craving, 

suffering will also 
cease. 

How to get the 
treatment? 

To stop the suffering 
follow the Middle Way 

and the Eightfold 
Path  

The Buddha could be compared to a 
doctor: 

How does it influence Buddhists? 
Buddhists aim to come to an understanding of these truths 
through study, reflection, meditation and other activities.  

The four noble truths contain the essence of Buddha’s 
teaching. He discovered them whilst meditating under the 

peepul tree.  
1. Truth of suffering (dukkha) 

2. Truth of the cause of suffering (samudaya) 
3. Truth of the end of suffering (nirodha) 

4. Truth of the path leading to the end of suffering 
(magga) 

They seek to explain why we suffer and how to end it 

1
st

 noble truth 

Suffering is a part of life and everone 
experiences it.  

Physical Eg’s: Birth, old age, sickness and death. 
(3 of these were the suffering that Sidhartha 

saw when he left the palace) 
Mental eg’s: Separation from someone/thing 

you love, contact with someone/thing you 
don’t like; not achieving your desires.  

Happiness!!! 

Happiness exists, but it is 
impermanent and will 

therefore lead to dukkha. Is 
this pessimistic? (it could 
be argued so!) Buddhists 

say that it is simply realistic. 
Because happiness and pleasure are 
only temporary he developed other 

teachings to prevent people 
suffering. The first step: accept 

suffering exists. 

Translated as 
Tanha 

There are three types of craving: 
1. Craving sensual things (eg. 

Drinking hot chocolate 
because you like the taste) 

2. Craving something that 
you are not (eg. Wanting 
to be famous or rich) 

3. Craving not to be (non-
existence). (eg. Not 
wanting to feel 

   
  

“It is this craving 
which leads to 

renewed 
existence, 

accompanied by 
delight and lust, 
seeking delight 
here and there; 

that is, craving for 
sensual pleasures, 

craving for 
existence, craving 
for extermination” 

The Buddha in 
Samyutta Nikaya 

   

You become 
attached to 
things you 

like and want 
to avoid 

things you 
don’t like. 
However, 

annica shows 
that people 
will suffer if 
this is the 

case. 

Ignorance  

Desire  
Anger  

Three poisons are the forces that keep 
the cycle of samsara turning. They lay at 
the centre of the wheel of life as they 
keep the wheel spinning. Craving is 
rooted in ignorance about the nature of 
reality. Craving also leads to greed and 
hatred. So craving, leading to the 
poisons, trap us in the cycle of samsara 
and prevent us from reaching 
enlightenment  

“There is no fear for 
one whose thought is 
untroubled [by faults], 

whose thought is 
unagitated, who is 

freed from good and 
evil, who is awake.” 

The Buddha in 
Dhammapada, verse 

39 

2nd noble truth 

3
rd

 Noble Truth 

The third noble truth teaches that it is possible to 
end suffering by overcoming ignorance and craving. 

You should take pleasure in things but recognise that 
they do not last. Enjoy them without craving them or 

becoming attached to them. 

How does it influence Buddhists? 
To have a total appreciation of what one has and 

inner satisfaction with life. 

The eight spokes of the wheel 
represent that these do not need to 
be followed in a linear sequence but 
can be practised at the same time.  

How does it influence Buddhists? 
Acting more ethically might include 
making the effort to mediatie more 

regularly. This leads to a greater 
understanding of the teachings, which 

in turn makes it easier to act more 
        
        

Ethics 

Wisdom 

Meditation 

4
th

 Noble Truth 

The Eightfold path (also known as the middle way) 

You will need to know 
why each section is 

important and why it 
is all important 

together. 



Half-Term: HT4  Y8 Subject: Art  Threshold Concept Link(s): Use a range of media and analyse and write critically demonstrating 
understanding.  
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 German expressionism was an early       German expressionism was an early twentieth century German art                                                                                         
movem                                                                   movement that emphasized the artist's inner feelings or ideas over                                                                      
st's inn                                                                    replicating reality, and was characterised by simplified shapes, bright 

                                                                               colours and gestural marks or brushstrokes 
                                        

                                                           

 
 

TECHNICAL VOCABULARY 

Distortion Pulled or twisted out of shape 

Portrait A picture of a face 

Expressionism A style of art that expresses the inner 
emotion 

Personal Belonging to or affecting a particular 
person  

Reflection An identical duplication in reverse 

Tone How light or dark something is 

Shape A series of lines that form the outline 

Proportion The relationship between things in size 

Analyse Examine in detail 

Form 3D Shape 

 



Categories of wood 
  Hard wood Oak used for high end furniture 

Ash used for sports equipment 
Beech used in children’s toys 
Mahogany used for outdoor furniture 

Soft wood Spruce used in construction 
Parana pine used for high end furniture 
Red Cedar used for outdoor cladding 
Scots pine used for  

Manufactured 
board 

MDF used for flat packed furniture 
Chip board used for kitchen work tops 
Plywood used for making boats 

 

 

Finishes that can be applied on wood 
Danish oil Kitchen work tops 
Clear Varnish  Outdoor and  indoor Furniture 
Stain Outdoor fencing and sheds 
Paint Doors and frames 
Wax Indoor furniture 

 

 

Components  
Nut and bolt • Needs a clearance hole to fit in. 

• Used to connect two or more objects 
together (any material). 

•  
Round headed 
screw 

•  

Counter sunk screw  
 

 

 

 

 

ACCESS FM – Design considerations 
Aesthetics Describing its appearance. 
Cost How much to make and sell it for? 
Client Who is the product aimed at? 
Environment Where will it live? 
Sustainability Is it made from materials that are easily replace? 
Safety Sharp corners? 

Loose components? 
Unstable? 
Comes apart easily? 
Nontoxic materials! 

Function How will it work? 
Materials & Manufacture What will it be made from? 

What equipment is needed to make it? 

Specification A detailed list of requirements that describes what the 
product 

https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwje7ZumnafdAhXFFiwKHWZjDTMQjRx6BAgBEAU&url=https://www.indiamart.com/proddetail/ms-nuts-and-bolts-14778580888.html&psig=AOvVaw0kuCmzq4ZAVnEi5gD59u1-&ust=1536352519045590
https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwjnzcDBnafdAhXL3SwKHb4ACewQjRx6BAgBEAU&url=https://www.pinterest.com/pin/145452262943957449/&psig=AOvVaw2VP6LqXKpC3-CnSaMlDQ5F&ust=1536352570387122
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Year 8 HT4                       Subject – Food Technology                Threshold Concept Link(s)       Effects of food waste and sustainability   
 

Practical knowledge PASTRY                                      DOUGH 
Pastry Types 
Shortcrust- apple pie, jam tarts 

• Ratio of fat to flour 1:2 
• Rubbing in method 
• Waterproof flour 
• Shorten gluten strands 
• Buttery, crumbly texture 

Filo- samosas, spring rolls, baklava 
• Bought fresh or frozen 
• Very thin and fragile, dries out quickly 
• Use in layers 

Puff pastry- sausage rolls, palmiers 
• Laminating pieces of fat in between 

folds of pastry 
• Needs to be chilled before rolling 

Choux pastry- profiteroles, eclairs 
• Hot pastry using strong flour to enable 

the product to rise  
• Very aerated to accommodate a filling 

 
 

Bread Dough 
• Uses yeast as a raising agent 
• Strong flour to enable bread to rise and 

holds its structure 
• Warm water to activate the yeast 
• Salt to flavour the dough 
• Kneading to activate the gluten to make 

it elastic and create gluten strands 
• Proving the dough in a warm place and 

fermentation will occur  
• Shaping the dough and proving again 
• Baking to seal in the air co2 and steam 

which makes the bread rise 
Enriched dough- Chelsea buns and pastries 

• Fat is rubbed into flour  
• Egg and milk used as well as water 
• This adds moisture 
• Flavour and colour 
• Also lengthens shelf life as fat is a 

preservative and traps in moisture 

 

TECHNICAL VOCABULARY 
Sustainability To remain diverse and productive indefinitely, not running out of natural 

resources 
Food miles The distance food has travelled from field to fork 

Carbon footprint The amount of energy that has been used from picking to eating such as; water, 
fuel, pesticides, packaging 

Reduce Reduce food waste/ packaging 

Reuse Food waste as left overs, freezing, plastic and glass 

Recycle Food waste into compost, packaging 

Fermentation Reaction between yeast and other ingredients to produce CO2 and alcohol 

Gluten Protein found in wheat products which strengthens bread 

shortening Rubbing fat into the flour prevents water from reaching the gluten in the flour 
and the dough becoming elastic and stretchy 

 

Effects of food waste                                                  What we can do about it 

7 million tonnes of food and drink products 
thrown away annually 
Most common waste items  

• Fresh fruit and veg, 
• Baked good 
• High risk food 

 
Reasons for waste 

• Past sell by date 
• Mouldy 
• Poor portion control (Restaurants and 

at home) 
 
Effects on the environment 

• Taken as landfill to produce harmful 
methane gas 

• Land is contaminated 
Financial implications of waste 

• Throwing away money to pay people to 
remove our waste 

• Farmers are being subsidised to 
produce more food than we need 

• Meal planning 
• Only buy what you need 
• Walk to the supermarket if possible, 

not tempted to buy more as you have 
to carry it 

• Make a list and stick to it 
• Use foods up in the cupboards before 

you go shopping 
• Cook the correct amount of portion 

sizes 
• Re-use left overs and make other dishes 

like stir fry, soups, bubble and squeak 
• Freeze leftovers 
• Freeze high risk items if they aren’t 

going to be eaten to extend shelf life 
• Don’t just go by use by/sell by dates use 

sensory checks and common sense 
• Raw food waste can be turned into 

compost 

 

 

How the food industry creates food and packaging waste  

Over Packaging 
• To attract shoppers 
• Promote a product 
• Look better than competitors 

 
Cosmetic standards of fresh produce 

• Wrong size, shape and colour rejected 
• Slightly defected 

 
Overstocking 

• Supermarkets don’t want to run out 
and loose customers to competition 

• Too much choice 
 
Special offers BOGOFF, 2 for 1, Extra free 

• We buy more than we need 
• We buy things we don’t need or want 
• Waste is passed onto the customer 
• Larger packs more economical 

 
 
 
 

How to Reduce this 
Buy FRESH PRODUCE locally 

• Less packaging 
• Small carbon footprint 
• Supports local farmers 
• Encourages us to eat seasonally 

Be informed 
• Shape and size does not impact flavour 
• Supermarkets use by dates are only a 

guideline 
• Do visual and aroma checks before 

discarding 
• Try and buy loose fruit and vegetables 

wherever possible 
• Buying in bulk does reduce packaging 

but can incur more waste 
Grow your own 

• Very little carbon footprint 
• Pick what you need when you need it 
• Fresh, no pesticides 
• No waste 
• No packaging 

 

Food Technology  

HT 4 

 



ICT     Computational thinking  

Y8 IT Half-Term 4    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TECHNICAL VOCABULARY 
Algorithm  Steps to solving a problem. 

Computational thinking  Using a computer to solve problems.  

Abstraction Taking away unnecessary information to solve a problem.  

Decomposition  Breaking down a problem into smaller problems. 

Hardware The physical parts of a computer an example of hardware is a 
keyboard, motherboard, graphics card.  

Software  This is programs on the computer that can be used to carry out a 
task. An example of software is Microsoft PowerPoint.  

Pattern recognition  Identifying repeating patterns and using that information to solve 
problems.  

Flowchart A Diagram that represents a process 

Logic A particular way of thinking. This is usually reasonable and based 
on good judgement. 

Variable Able to be changed or adapted 

Sequence Arranged in a particular order  

Programmed Providing a computer with coded instructions  

 

Box 1 

Box 2 

Box 3 Box 4 



      HT 4 – Injuries/Healthy Active Lifestyles                                Subject: Physical Education                          Threshold Concept Link(s):    
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Key Knowledge 

 

Tier 2 
Vocabulary 

Immediate 

Satisfaction 

Absence 

Aesthetic  

Appreciation  

Nausea 

Fatigue 

Posture 

Intense 

 

 

Tier 3 
Vocabulary 

Health 

Fitness 

Aerobic 

Anaerobic 

Cardiovascular 
System 

Respiratory 
system 

Energy system 

Muscular 
System 

Skeletal system 

Sprain 

Strain 

Bruises 

Muscular 
Strength 

Flexibility 

DOMS 
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